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Fill out this card and return it to be entered in our monthly drawing. You could win a cool game! 

REGISTRATION CARD - KINGDOM HEARTS II SLUS-21005 

FIRST NAME:------------------- LAST NAME: - ------------------------

APARTMENT/ 
STREET ADDRESS: - •• SUITE NUMBER: ------

ZIP/ 
CITY: --------;;---------------- --'..c"----- -- STATE: __ _ POSTAL CODE: _____ _ 

PHONE ( ) ., ~ I DAYO 
~~ n ~ mo MALE FEMALE 

DD COUNTRY: .•. AGE: __ 

E·MA1LAooREss: .1:-.c ~ ·' ~,.~....., ·---.:::::::-...,......-. • >--..... ·u,,. 11 ~,. ·1r1~ .. ~~ Ill 

PARENT ORAOULTGUAROIAN (IFUNDER 18YEARSOLD): • 1 • • "' " • no. • " •• 11 .- ... 1 1 -J ,,. .1.. • • t 111 • .,,. ,.._ 

WHICH SQUARE ENIX" GAMES 00 YOU OWN? 

0 FINAL FANTASY"' VII 0 FINAL FANTASY TACTICS" •• 0 SaGa Frontier'" I 0 Parasite Eve" 

D Xenogears" 0 Brave Fencer'" Musash~ • 0 FINAL FANTASY'" Vl ll 0 FINAL FANTASY ANTHOLOGY" 

D SaGa Frontier'" 2 D Front Mission" 3 """ D Vagrant Story" D Legend of Mana" 

0 Chrono Cross'" 0 Parasite Eve" 2 0 FINAL FANTASY" IX 0 FINAL FANTASY CHRONICLES" 

0 FINAL FANTASY" X 0 Kingdom Hearts" 0 FINAL FANTASY ORIGINS" 0 UNLIMITED Saga" 

0 FINAL FANTASY"' X-2 0 Drakengard" 0 FRONT MISSION" 4 0 STAR OCEAN" Till the End of Time' " 

0 FINAL FANTASY" XI 0 FINAL FANTASY°' XI PC Version 0 FINAL FANTASY" XI: CHAINS OF PROMATHIA" 

0 FINAL FANTASY" XI: CHAINS OF PROMATHIA" PC Version 0 FINAL FANTASY" XI: THE VANA'DIEL" COLLECTION PC Version 0 Kingdom Hearts" CHAIN OF MEMORIES 

0 FULLMETAL ALCHEMIST" and the Broken Angel 0 MUSASHI": SAMURAI LEGEND' " 0 FULLMETAL ALCHEMIST" 2 Curse of the Crimson Elixir 

D Radiata Stories' " D Romancing Saga'" D Dragon Oues~Vlll : Journey of the Cursed King™ D Grandia" lll 

0 DRAGON WARRIOR"' I & II 0 DRAGON WARRIOR" Ill D DRAGON WARRIOR"' VII D VALKYRIE PROFILE" 

0 GRAN DIA" 0 STAR OCEAN: THE SECOND STORY"' 0 GRANDIA" XTREME 

0 CHECK THIS BOX IF YOU DO NOT WISH TO BE CONTACTED BY SQUARE ENIX, INC. C 2006 SQUARE ENlX CO .. LTD. AH Rights Reserved. 

0 CHECK THIS BOX IF YOU DO NOT WISH TO BE CONTACTED BY SQUARE ENIX, INC.'S BUSINESS PARTNERS Your limited warranty rights apply regardless of whether you submit this card. 

CUSTOMER SUPPORT 
For customer support and 
technical support questions, 
you can call (310) 846-0345. 
Representatives are available 
Monday-Friday 8am-12pm 
and 1 pm -Spm, Pacific 
Standard Time. 

No funher purchase necessary. Each 
cardqualilies forone monthly drawing. 
Twowinnersper month. Pleaselillnall 
in'ormalion, orincludeall inlormationon 
a3x5cardandmail to: Square Enix, lnc., 
P.O. Box 6000, Clear Laki!, MN 55319. 
One entry per person. Drawing to take 
placeonorabout thelast dayoleach 
month. Winnerwillbenotilledbymail 
w;thin30daysofdrawing. This contest 
voidin Washlngton, Missoufi,FlOfida, 
Ohlo andotherplaceswhereprohibited 
Square Enix, lnc. reservestherighlto 
de!ermine theactual game, subject to 
availability.This contest maybe 
terminated without notice. Sony 
Computer Entertainment America takes 
no responsibllity lor this oller. 

For information and services 
by Square Enix, Inc., go to 
www.square-enix.com 
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The story isn't aver. 
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open button --------~ 
memory card slot 2 ---~ ------- disc cover 
memory card slot 1 

Ellfllll~~ 
controller port 1 ..___..._ USB connectors 

control ler port 2 ------' 

on/standby/ 
reset button 

IR receiver 

Set up your PlayScation°2 computer entertainment system according to the instrucrions in its Instruction 
Manual. Make sure the MAIN POWER switch (located on the back of the console) is turned ON. Press the 
RESET button. When the power indicator lights up, press the OPEN button and the disc tray will open. 
Place the KINGDOM HEARTS.,11 disc on the disc tray with the label side facing up. Press the OPEN button 
again and the disc tray will close. Attach game controllers to the controller ports. Follow on-screen 
instructions and refer to this manual for information on using the software. 

START MENU 
Press any button during or after the title sequence to proceed to the 
Start menu. To play the game from the beginning, select New Game. 
To continue a saved game, select Load. 

When playing a new game, you'll be able to select a game mode, turn 
the vibration function on and off, and select the audio type. Be careful
once you select a game mode at the start of a new game, you can't 
change it later. You can change rhe vibration and audio settings in the 
Con fig section of the main menu. 

SAVING AND LOADING DATA 
Each save file for this game uses at least 90 KB of space on a memory card 
(8MB)(for PlayStation°2). Insert a memory card (8MB)(for PlayStation°2) 
in MEMORY CARD slot I or 2 to save or load data For more details on 
save points refer to page 10. 

CONTINUING AND LOADING DATA 
If the active character runs out of HP or fails a mission, the Continue 
screen appears, with Continue and Load Game options. Continue allows 
you to replay from the point where the character entered the field where 
he was defeated. For some battles, you'll begin slightly earlier. Load Game 
allows you to resume play from a save file. 



~---- R2 button 
---- R1 button 

SELECT button -----~ 
ANALOG mode button ----~ 
START button ---------' 

X button 
~---- D button 

right analog stick -------~ 
(R3 button when pushed down) 

This game uses the DUALSHOC~2 analog controller. This game may be incompatible with controllers 
other than the DUALSHOCK02 analog controller. During play, the ANALOG mode button and mode 
indicator are always set to ON. The vibration function may be turned on or off at the start of a new game 
and in the Config section of the main menu. 

LI button Opens and closes rhe shortcut command. Under Customize in the main meou, you 
can assign various magic spells and items to the ® button, e button, ® button, and 
Ct bucron for convenient one-rouch operarion. 

L2 button While pressed, the right analog stick switches from camera control to command control 
(same as the directional buttons). Press the RJ button co confirm (same as the Ct button). 
Can be reassigned under Config. 

Rt buuon Engages / disengages targt:r lock. To switch targets, hold down the R2 butcon and use the 
right analog scick while locked on. 

R2 button If the Field Camera is set w Auto under Settings, pressing this will freeze the camera. 
(If the Field Camera is set to Manual, pressing this wilt set the mode to Auto.) 

RJ button Moves view behind the currently active character. While locked on, centers the camera on 
the carger. While the L2 button is pressed, the R3 button confirms a command. 
Can be reassigned under Config. 

directional buttons Moves the cursor on the screen and changes command selections. 

lefc analog stick Moves the currently active character. The further you tilt it, the faster the character 
will move. Also moves the cursor on the main menu. 

right analog stick Rotates the camera. While cl1e L2 burton is pressed, the right analog stick changes 
command selections. Can be reassigned under Config. 

START button On the field: Opens and closes the main menu. 
During battle: Pauses the game. 
During mission battles: Allows you to check your mission objectives. 
During events: Pauses the game and provides an option co skip the current cutscene. 

SELECT button Toggles first-person perspective. 

O button Confirms a selection. Can also be used for a shortcut command 
(in combination with the LI burcon). 

6' button Activates a Reaction Command when it's displayed at the cop of the command window. 
Can also be used for a shoncut command (in combination with the LI button). 

@ button Uses an equipped ability. Can also be used for a shormu command 
(in combination with the LI button). 

® button Cancel I Jump I Let go (when hanging from a ledge)/ Use an equipped ability. 
Can also be used for a shortcut command (in combination with the LI button). 



AUDIO TYPES 
You can choose from monaural, stereo, and Dolby Pro Logic II audio profiles. 
Kingdom Hearts II is fully compatible with the Dolby Pro Logic II format. 

0[] IDOLBYI® 
PRO LOGIC ll 

You can also enjoy surround sound by connecting the DIGITAL OUT (OPTICAL) connector or the AV 
MULTI-OUT connector to a compatible system (such as an AV amplifier). If your audio equipment features a 
Pro Logic II decoder, you can enjoy five-channel sound; with a Pro Logic decoder, you will be treated to four 
channels. The audio is also compatible with conventional two-channel stereos. 

Dolby, Pro Logic, and the double-D symbol are crademarks of Dolby Laboratories. 

• 5-FDl<.CE ~ " ,, 
This game incorporates ~S.FORCE• ATRAC3 Decoding Middleware of Sony Corporacion. 
ATRACJ is a Sony's audio compression technology chat achieves high compression race yet 
mainraining its soundqualicy. •s.FORCE• is a rrademark. of Sony Corporation. 

LOCALIZATION DMSION 
GENERAL MANAGER 
MANAGER 
LOCALIZATION COORDINATORS 

LOCALIZATION TRANSLATORS 

LOCALIZATION ASSISTANTS 

SQUARE ENIX, INC. 
QUALITY ASSURANCE MANAGER 
ASSISTANT QA MANAGER 
SENIOR QA COORDINATOR 
QA ASSOCIATE 
QA COORDINATOR 
ASSISTANT COORDINATORS 

QA TEAM 

QA TRANSLATORS 

LOCALIZATION SPECIALIST 
LOCALIZATION & QA DIRECTOR 
PUBLIC RELATIONS 

PRODUCT MARKETING 

Masashi Hiramatsu 
Kazuyoshi Tashiro 
Seikoh Hokama 
Shingo Hosok.awa 
Brian Gray 
Noriko lwahara 
NoraSte-.'ens Heath 
Sin Kimishima 
Shirub Uchida 

David 'Ribs' Carrillo 
Mohammed A.C. Wright 
Aaron J. Adams 
Jason Sanders 
MarhewClift 
David Doan 
Alfred Holz 
lsagani Camangian 
Veronica Castillo 
Roger Chuang 
John Clark 
K}thera Contreras 
Abraham Flores 
Jeremy Goldsmith 
Kenn Konno 
Thaddeus Phillips 
AdamRaun 
Steven Ray 
Marc Sanchez 
Louis Sedeno 
Lila Shin 
Kien Trieu 
Arthur T. Kawamoto 
EmiMaurer 
Jyun Tab¢ 
YucakaSano 
Sonia Im 
Kumihi Hakushi 
Frederick K. HMhi 
Fernando Bustamante 
FeliceV.Wu 
Philip Ser 

MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS Patrick H. Cervantes 
Jonathan Cooperson 
Tim law 

SALES 
Wilbur Lin 
Alaine C. de Leon 
Kanji Tashiro 
Traci Jones 
Shundea K. Brooks 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, SALES & MARKETING 

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT 
GENERAL COUNSEL 
PRESIDENT & COO 

Shinjifurami 
Shinji Hashimoto 
Neal Black 
Daishiro Okada 

SPECIAL THANKS 
Rita Kedineoglu (Skylark Sound Studios) 
Nadia Kedineoglu 
Bill Komar 
Gil Perez 
Bob Buchholz 
Urada Skingg Teruzane (UJ MUSIC) 
Akira Mi\>Ke (TOSHIBA·EMI LIMITED) 
Hidenobu Ok.ita 
Nowmu Kaji 
Bruce Scavuzzo (EM I Music Publishing) 
Hiroshi Emori (LEBLEU CO.,LTD.) 
HLSashi Yoshinaga (OOPARTS CO.,LTD.) 
Makoto Washikiu (DICE PROJECT CO.,LTD.) 
Keiko Nobumoto 
)yun Akiyama 
Kousuke Kagawa 
HironoriSaro 
Kengo Sasaoka 
Hiroyuki Suzuki 
Eri Kubota 
Takeshi Miyazawa 
Yuji Sugizaki 
Masahiko Mitsunami 
Rib Ojima 
Daisuke Komatsu 
Ta~Suruh 
Kenji Kadonishi 
TatsuyaZaizen 
Manabu Inokuchi 
Mitsuhiro Yamada 
Sachiko Tanabe 
HirokoWaranabe 
RyokoSano 
Junko Momoi 
Colin Williamson 
Ayako Kawamoco 
Emiko Saco 
Himsh1 Nishio 
Takanori Kimura 
Chic Tanaka 
ErikoOkuzawa 
Korue Nakano 
Hidel<l lmaizumi 
Katsunobu Iida 
A~'<lko Shinkai 
Mariko Hirayama 
Pece • the srudio mascoc 
... and ALL SQUARE ENIX• DISNEY STAFF & FANS 

EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS Keiji Honda 
Youichi Wada 

SOUARE ENIXN 



OlJfSlDE CONfRACTORS 
STAFF ROLL, MOVIE and DEMO EDIT 
DIRECTOR lsao Nakajima (SIACK KEY INC.) 
EDITOR Shunji Matsutani (drop in company) 
COORDINATOR Yukihiko Kohno (IANSDALE INC.) 
EDIT STUDIO NIT MEDIA !AB 
FONT SUPPLIER DynaComw.i« Corporation 

MARKETING & PUBLIC REIATIONS 

ORCHESTRA RECORDING 

Jun lw.isaki (XSEED MARKETING) 
Kyoko Yamashita (XSEED MARKETING) 

ORCHESTRA ARRANGE Kaoru Wada 
PIANO SOLO Shinko Ogata 
ORCHESTRA Tokju Philharmonic 
CHORUS MUSICCREATION 
RECORDING & MIXING ENGINEER 

Masahiro Yamada 
RECORDING HALL TOKYO OPERA CITY CONCERT HAU 
RECORDING & MIXING STUDIO 

AVACO CREATIVE STUDIO INC. 
RECORDING COORDINATOR Kazuyuki Doki (REBIRTH INC.) 

PROJECT MANAGEMEl\'f 
ASSOCIATE PRODUCER 
BUSINESS MANAGER 
PRODUCTION ASSISTANTS 

ParrickChen 
lchiro Hazama 
EriMorimoro 
Makiko Noda 
Tomohiko Hirano 

CREATOR COORDINATION SECTION 
MANAGER Ktn Narit3 
STAFF Takako Yamashita 

MiyukiMiy.uaki 
Nohu)'Uki Kash1hara 
Sachie Aoki 
Reiko Ogasawara 

QUALITY ASSURANCE DIVISION 
GENERAL MANAGER Koji Yamashita 
QA MANAGER Yukihiro Shibu1• 
QA TECHNICAL DIRECTOR Hideyuki Karo 
QA COORDINATOR Madoka Asano 
QA PIANNER Masashi Nagai 
QA ASSISTANT COORDINATOR Kenro Takeda 
QA TECHNICAL ENGINEERS Kazuya Okamoro 

Hisato lwatsuki 
QA TECHNICAL A !STANT Yusuke Sad.masa 
QA TESTERS Kaouya Aiso 

Keisuke lirub 
NaokoOkamoro 
Yumi Kanou 
Takanori Kawahara 
Satoshi Konagawa 
Daisuke Komatsugi 
AkiraSairo 

RATINGS SECTION 
MANAGER 
RATINGS ADVISORS 

Shinji Shishikura 
RyoSuenaga 
MasakaruNoda 
MiyukiMatsumura 
Toshie Matsuo 
Yusuke Yamakura 
... and ALL QA STAFF 

MasashiHiramatsu 
MegumiTerada 
Reiko Kondo 

CHIEF COORDINATOR 
ENGINEERS 

COORDINATORS 

ENGINEER ASSISTANTS 

COORDINATOR ASSISTANTS 

PUBLICITY TEAM 
PUBLICITY PRODUCER 
PUBLICITY STAFF 

Koji Yamashita 
Shinichi Shibata 
MasayaTateoka 
ToshiakiNaito 
Shin Yamamoro 
Takayuki Komine 
Yasushi Shimizu 
Tomohiro Hayasah 
Tct:Su~11 Okamoro 
Shingo Niwano 
Kazuhiro Kasai 
Muneto Watanabe 
Katsuyoshi Konishi 
Nozomi Kurihara 
Nobuyoshi Yamada 
Hideyo Yoshida 
MaikoOocani 
Kenichi Matsudo 
Naoro Shimada 
Takashi Sannohe 
TakayukiArai 
Noriko Watanabe 
Junko Kuroda 
Akane Kakui 
Konomi Shimano 
KeisukeTakahashi 
KoseiShimocla 
MakocoHosocla 
Naoki Kasahara 
Saroru Takeno 
Hajime Tomon 
SocaOnji 
Junpei Takeba 
KacMurara 
ChieKigami 

Kakuko Obinaca 
Ma.mo Kogure 
Yumi Katsuyama 

SUPERVISOR Akio Ohfuji 
GENERAL PRODUCER Koji Taguchi 

RIGHTS PROPERTY MANAGEMENT DIVISlON 
GENERAL MANAGER Izumi Tsukushi 
RIGHTS PROPERTY STAFF Yasuhiro Takamaou 

MERCHANDISING DIVISION 
GENERAL MANAGER 
DEVELOPMENT STAFF 

PURCHASING STAFF 

Hidemi Matsuzub 
MiyakoKibe 
Mai Yasuda 
Hirokuni Matsuyama 
Hiroko Ohba 

SALES ADMll\qSTRATION DIVISION 
MANAGERS Hisano Arai 

Shinobu Hidaki 
SALES ADMINISTRATION STAFF TQ\mki Miyazaki 

Aki Moriwaki 
AoukoOkuda 
Kaori Nakanishi 

LEGAL & ll>'fELLECTUAL PROPERTY DIVISION 
GENERAL MANAGER Michihiro Sasaki 
LEGAL STAFF Hiroshi Harada 

Ayako Hino 
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY STAFF Takahiro Fujii 

EriMaruyama 
Saori Shibano 

One stormy night, a terrible darkness invaded the Destiny Islands, 
transporting Sora to another world far away from his friends. 

There he met Donald and Goofy who told him of a mysterious threat on many worlds. 
The three of them set off on a journey to find their missing king and Sora's friends. 
Their adventure led them to meet new people, overcome great ordeals, and finally 

to reunite with the ones they had been searching for. 

But, in order for them to save the worlds, a special door would have to be locked, 
once again separating Sora, Donald, and Goofy from their friends. 
Once the door was closed, they would never see each other again ... 

Sensing Sora's hesitation, the King said: "Don't worry. There will always be a door to the light." 
Thus the three heroes departed on yet another journey ... 

TIME PASSES QUICKLY ... 

In their search for the door to the light, Sora, Donald, and Goofy meet many new people 
and reunite with old friends. But theirs is a perilous path, fraught with enemies that attack them 

relentlessly. Heartless, Nobodies, and Organization XIII ... 

Each group has its own agenda. What will remain for Sora and his friends 
after they've all had their say? 



The hero of this story. Chosen by the Keyblade, this l5·year-old 
is on a journey co reunite with his friends. His best friend Riku 
has gone missing, while Kairi has been left behind in their 
homeland of Destiny Islands. He has a cheerful disposition, 
and while a little naive, his sense of justice is exrraordinary. 

DONALD DUCK 
Disney Castle's Royal Court Magician. 

Donald embarks on a journey wirh Sora 
and Goofy to search for their missing king. 

Always impatient, Donald is never 
at a loss with an opinion. 

Captain of the Royal Knights ar Disney Castle, 
Goo~· has set our with Sora and Donald. He is an 
eternal optimist, who rakes life in stride. Although 
he1s a bit clumsy, he still notices things that others 
miss, and his intuitiqn is surprisingly accurate. 

KING MICKEY 
The King of Disney Castle. King Mickey was 

one of the first to recognize the mysterious 
threat. Left behind in the realm of darkness 

with Riku, he concinues his invescigarion 
apart from Sora and friends. 

TEXTURES 
TEXTURE DESIGNERS 

VFX 
DESIGNERS 

INTERFACE 
DESIGNERS 

MOVIE SECTION · VISUAL WORKS 
CHARACTER TECHNICAL SUPERVISOR 
CHARACTER MODEL SUPERVISOR 
LAYOUT SUPERVISOR 
ANIMATION SUPERVISORS 

VFX SUPERVISOR 
SEQUENCE SUPERVISOR 
SETI & PROPS SUPERVISOR 
COMPOSITE SUPERVISOR 
EDITOR 

Tomoko Ogawa 
Kaiumi Matsuoka 
Tatsuya Wakabayashi 
Koji lchimura 
Toru Kadowaki 
Kenichi Hayakawa 
Saroshi Iwashita 
Kouko Ando 
Hiroko Yoshimi 
Takashi Kamitakahara 
Satoko Kojima 
MinaOotomo 
RinaTsujimura 
MinoriHisamatsu 
Takuya Kakitsubo 
Izumi Aoki 
YuukiYamaki 
Manabu Takehara 
Nobu}ukiSuzuki 
Karushi Urata 
SyutaMiyahara 

Kazuhiro Ohkawa 
Daiju Komatsu 
Sa}'Oko Hoshino 
Toshiaki Matsumoto 
Takashi Wako 
MasahiroSaito 
Ma~umi Okamoto 
Toshihiko Nabi 
Eri Dobashi 
MaiOkauchi 
Masashi Takizawa 
Mamiko Fukuda 

YousukeOkayama 
Toshihiro Yokoca 
Shigeyuki Ohno 
Masaki Kawai 
Oakushi Kobaya.shi 
Atsushi Yamamoto 
Takahiro Yasuda 
Naoki Kurita 

Eri Fujidai 
TakayukiKurumada 
Koza Iwasaki 
Toru Yamazaki 
Yasuhiko Onishi 

KeiMiyamoto 
Jun Masuda 
Kazuhito Yamamoto 
Koichiro Shiratori 
Ynshihiro Kirano 
KojiTanab 
Takuya Hada 
Hiroro Ide 
Yasuharu Yoshizawa 
Keiichi Kojima 

CG ENGINEERS 

VW PROJECT COORDINATOR 
VW PROJECT ASSISTANTS 

VWMANAGER 

SOUND SECTION 
PROGRAMMER 
TOOL PROGRAMMER 
DIALOGUE EDITORS 

SENIOR SOUND EDITOR 
SOUND EDITORS 

PROJECT MANAGER 
PROJECT COORDINATOR 
PROJECT ASSISTANTS 

D[]IDDLBYI. 
PRO LOGIC D 

Shulkegami 
Manabu Himukai 
YusukeSuzuki 
YujiYamazaki 
JunUsui 
TQ\outaka Kuroda 
Kenou Hakama)'a 
Shiho Kobayashi 
Mitsuharu Fukai 
Koichi Takahashi 
Hideo Katsura 
NorirakaBaba 
MisatoSakuragi 
KuniakiSaim 
Koji Nagata 
Tomoyo lkegami 
Masanori Chokki 
Tomoya Suzuki 
Hiroko Masuda 
HirokiMinami 
Keiichi Kurita 
Shigeru Kawamura 
MasayoTatcishi 
Koki Nara 
KeikoSarose 
Tadashi Fujita 
YumiTakamatm 
Makoto Mi}-ajima 
Ay.iko Kuroda 
lsao Nanba 
Kaori Doi 
TakumiKimura 
Shinya Fukaura 
KatsumiSuzuki 
Ayako Hayashi 
Kiminori Kusano 
Satoshi Naito 
Kumiko Yamada 
Tadahiro Inoue 
Kotara Beppu 
KeisukeMiyazaki 
TakuWakisaka 
FredT. Y. Hui 
Hirofumi Kawai 
HirotakaSam 
Hiraki Miyazaki 
Genichi Kawada 
Hai:uki Fujimmo 
Ryosuke Inagaki 
SaikaAoki 
Hiroshi Kuwahara 

Tatsuya Shoji 
SaroshiAk.amatsu 
AtsushiOhnishi 
MasayoshiUmem 
Yoshir:aka Fujita 
YukihiroSer:a 
YosukeNakashima 
Masa)ukiYui 
Yuki Hirose 
MasayukiTanaka 
Masashi Kitagawa 
Rie Tsukamoto 
Kazuki Hamamom 



DIRECTOR • CONCEPT DESIGN 
MAIN PROGRAMMERS 

PLANNING DIRECTOR 
PLANNING DIRECTOR, MAP 
PLANNING DIRECTOR , EVENT 
JD MODELING DIRECTOR, CHARACTER 
ANIMATION DIRECTOR 
JD MODELING DIRECTOR, MAP 
ART DIRECTOR 
ART DIRECTOR , TEXTURE 
ART DIRECTOR , INTERFACE 
ART DIRECTOR , VFX 
SCENARIO 

MUSIC 
SYNTHESIZER OPERATOR 
SOUND PROG RAMMER 
SUPERVISING DIALOGUE EDITOR 
SOUND DESIGNER 
MOVIE DIRECTOR 

CO.PRODUCER 
PRODUCER 

SCENARIO 
BASE STORY 

TEXT PLANNERS 

PROGRAMMING 
PROGRAMMERS 

PLANNING , REALTIME SECTION 
WORLD PLANNING 
LEAD PLANNER 
PLANNERS 

BAffiE PLANNING 
LEAD PLANNER 
PLANNERS 

PLANNING MAP SECTION 
PLANNERS 

PLANNING EVENf SECTION 
PLANNERS 

PLANNING , GUMM! SECTION 
LEAD PLANNER 
PLANN ERS 

2D CHARACTER ART 
MAIN ARTIST 
LEAD ARTISTS 

Tetsuya Nomura 
Hiroshi Hama 
Kentaro Yasui 
Yuichi Kanemori 
Takcshi Endo 
MasaruOka 
Tomohiro Kayano 
Tatsuya Kando 
MasahideTanaka 
Takayuki Ohdachi 
Tomohiro Hasegawa 
Takeshi Arakawa 
Syuichi Saro 
KazushigeNojima 
(STELLAVISTA LTD.) 
Yoko Shimomura 
Takeharu Ishimoro 
Hiroshi Ohori 
AsakoSuga 
R~Inakura 
TakeshiNozue 

Yoshinori Kitase 
Shinji Hashimoto 

Tetsuya Nomura 
MasaruOka 
Daisuke Watanabe 
Harunori Sakemi 

TakajOShi lro 
Kazucoshi Tozawa 
Kengo Naka 
Ryuji Ikeda 
Yasuharu Ishibashi 
TakashiSugi 

Yousuke Shiokawa 
Kengo Uchibori 
Shunichi Mori 
JunichiOka 

Micsunori Takahashi 
YujiAbe 
Takeo Kujiraoka 
DaisukeSase 

Hiroyuki Kuwata 
Takashi Kudo 
Daisuke Hayashi 
Tatsuhiko Enari 

Ryo Tsurumaki 
Michie Matsuura 
Atsuko lshikura 
Yukari Ishida 
KumiKo Takahashi 

Nobuyuki Matsuoka 
Junya Maruoka 
Nozomu Yamagishi 
Akihiko Maeda 

TersuyaNomura 
Tomohiro Hasegawa 
Mihoko Ishii 

SUPERVISOR 

lDFIELDART 
ARTISTS 

LEAD DESIGNER 
DESIGNERS 

ANIMATIONS 
BAffiE ANIMATION 

Daigo Tsukada 
Takuya Iwasaki 
Tom0')'1.1ki Saro 
Marniko Fukuda 
Daiju Komatsu 
Kaoru Kawaguchi 
Chiharu Tsutsui 
Furni Minagawa 

Shinji Hidaka 
Yoshihiro Hirota 
Yusuke Iwasa 

Hideo Kubota 
HirornichiMorira 
Tatsuo Heianzan 
Koji Ida 
Hiroyuki Mashita 
Keiko Matsuda 
Masarnilrnamura 
Yuko Ito 

LEAD DESIGNERS Taisuke Ooe 

DESIGN ERS 

EVENf ANIMATION 
LEAD DESIGNERS 

DESIGNERS 

FACIAL ANIMATION 
LEAD DESIGNERS 

DESIGNERS 

MAP MODELING 
LEAD DESIGNERS 

Hidetoshi Takata 
Yusuke Takano 
TakashiOom 
Daigo Tsukada 
Takaharu Aono 
R)llhei Sakai 
Takayuki Kanbayashi 
HiroyukiYamaji 
Takeshi Kanda 

Reina Ikeda 
Tornoyuki Sato 
Kenichi Shida 
Shinichi Matsuda 
Syusuke Momoi 
YoichiMuraki 
Haruo Furukawa 
YasurnasaUchijirna 
Takahiro Inoue 
R1u0da 
Atsuhiro Ishikawa 
Ryo Shukunami 
Kenta Matsubara 
Takayuki Naito 
Munenori Shinagawa 
YukieWakamoto 
AkieOogaki 
Kanji Nishida 
JunjiSuzuki 
Takeshi Yamaguchi 
Masaya Katayama 
Kayoe Takagi 
Mika Anzai 
YuukiOota 
Kohei Kurosawa 

Akira lwasawa 
Takuya Iwasaki 

Kayoko Yajima 
Natsuki Ooiwa 

Ya.sushi Kame<la 
Yoshiaki Obuchi 
R}uHasegawa 

ROXAS 
A boy who lives in Twilight Town, where our story begins. 
He and his friends Hayner, Pence, and Olette ate enjoying 
what's left of their summer vacation, but mysterious events 
unfolding around them are making Roxas anxious. 

HEARTLESS 

ORGANIZATION xm 
An inscrucable black-<:oared organization that makes its 

appearance with Nobody underlings. As their name implies, 
they wete comprised of 13 members, but Sora and friends 

have practically reduced their members to half. 



Reaction Command ------.. 
A !:, appears when you can 
execure an abilicy in battle, 
when there's something that 
may be worch examining, or 
when there's someone onscreen 
you can talk to. Press the 
e button to perform the 
command. 

Commands ------
Depending on what you select, 
you can carry our various actions. 
Reaction Commands are displayed 
at the very top. (The command at 
the bottom may also change with 
certain Combination Attacks and 
Summons in battle.) 

COMMANDS 

Attack Brandish a weapon. 

Magic Use magic. (See page 14.) 

Summon Call on mighty friends for help. (See page 14.) 

Items Use an item. (See page 16.) 

Party Swap out party members. 

Drive Transform for new abilities. (See page 12.) 

Limit Team up with your party members to unleash 
combination attacks. (See page 13.) 

Reaction Commands 

Navigational Map ¥ 

A simple map. 
(See page 10 for details.) 

Party Gauges 
Gauges showing the condition 
of each parry member. 

Controlled Character 
Gauge 
A gauge showing the condition 
of the currently active character. 
(See page 9 for details.) 

At certain times, a 6 will appear automatically on screen and a special action will appear at the top of the 
command list. This means there's something that may be worth examining, someone's onscreen for you to 
talk to, or another action has suddenly become available, maybe even while fighting. Press the e button at 
just the right time and you can execute various actions which might be especially advantageous in battle. 

Select Gummi Editor from the Gummi menu to enter the Gummi 
Garage. Here you can build a Gummi Ship with the Oummi blocks 
you've collected. Press the L1 and Rl buttons to select Original 
Blueprints, Sample Blueprints, and Special Models. To use an existing 
Gummi Ship, select Sample Blueprints; to build a Gummi Ship from 
scratch, select Original Blueprints. 

On the Edit screen, you can choose the Mode Select button in the 
lower left or press the e button to switch between Material Gummies 
and Deco-Gummies. 

~ S\\1tCh\\tththl' hmcrldt ~ 
~ ~foJc Sdl'Ct button or 1ht• "4 

0 buuon 

Material Gummies are Gummi blocks used mostly to build Oummi Ship bodies, while Deco-Oummies 
are Gummi blocks used to add attack power and other features to a Gummi Ship. 

EDIT (BUILDING) 
Each Gummi block has a set cost. Try to build your Gummi Ship without going over the maximum cost 
specified. Since the number of Gummi blocks in inventory is used by both the Gum mi Ship and any Teeny 
Ships, if the same kind of block is installed in each ship and goes over the total block limit, you will be 
unable to use the Teeny Ships for offense. 

Gummi block 
categories 

Gummi blocks ---
currently in use 

Orientation of ----1'l:' 
Gummi blocks 
in use 

Current cost/available cost 

Gummi Ship orientation 

SELECT button Oummi Guide 

START button Viewer Mode 

Press the SELECT button on the Edit screen to view the Gummi Guide. The Guide is chock-full of useful 
advice on Gummi Ship building, so be sure to turn to it whenever you're stuck. Just press the SELECT 
button to read various tips on how to get the most our of your Oummi experience. 

* Designing a Gummi Ship and selecting Save Blueprint will not automatically save your design on the 
memory card (BMB)(for PlayStation°2). Make sure to save your game ar a save point or on rhe World Map. 



When an enemy approaches your Gummi Ship from the sides 
or from behind, an alert will appear on your screen as shown. 
Usually you'd automatically turn in the direction of the alert to 
counterattack; however, in Mission Level 3 you can use the full 
camera control featu re to brace yourself for the enemy's attack. 

OBTAINING ORBS AND ITEMS 

Radar 

You can get orbs and items by defeating enemies while piloting the Gummi Ship. 

Refills your HP Gauge. 

Gives you additional medal points. 

Alert 

Special Orb Contains Gummi blocks and other goodies. Earn these by defeating rare enemies. 

MISSIONS 
If you come back to a Gummi Route you've already flown, you'll be 
presented with a mission. There are various types of missions, and you 
can obtain items and new missions by completing them. 

The green gauge displays your Hit Points (HP), or health. 
Once it falls below a certain level, a warning alarm will sound 
and the gauge wi ll flash red. If HP drops to zero, it's game over. 
The blue gauge shows your Magic Points (MP). These are used 
to cast magic spells or perform Limits. If MP drops to zero, the 
gauge will tum pink, and no MP-based abilities may be used. 
During this time, however, your MP will recover slowly. 
The orange gauge is the Drive Gauge. When it reaches a certain level, you can perform Drives and 
Summons (after obtaining summon magic). Different Drive forms require different Drive Gauge levels. 
(See page 12 for details on Drives.) 

Each gauge can be replenished in different ways. 

HP Gauge: HP recovery orbs or items / Recovery magic/ Save points (full recovery) / During Drives 

MP Gauge: MP recovery orbs or items/ Save points (full recovery) / During Drives/ Over time 

Drive Gauge: Drive recovery orbs or items / Attacking and defeating enemies 

TARGETING AND LOCKING ON 
When a yellow target appears on an enemy (see graphic to the right), 
the controlled character will direct his or her actions toward that 
enemy. The target will appear on the enemy closest to the controlled 
character. You can also press the RI button to lock on to a particular 
enemy and cause the camera to automatically follow it. Press the RI 
button again to release the lock. 

*To switch targets, hold down the RZ button and use the right 
analog stick while locked on. 

THE MAIN MENU 
Press the START button to display the main menu. (There are times 
when the menu will be unavailable, such as during battle.) The main 
menu is where you can use and equip items, swap weapons and armor, 
equip abilities, and more. See the in-game help messages for more 
info rmation about each menu item. 

J iminy' s Journal 
This journal is Jiminy Cricket's record of your adventure. 
As Royal Chron icler, Jiminy takes an abundance of notes during the 
course of the game. 

Con fig 
Change various gameplay settings. 



MOVEMENT AND ACTIONS 
Apart from moving around as usual on the field, you can also jump 
to some areas. While jumping, you can grab onto ledges, then 
tilt the left analog stick forward to pull yourself up onto the ledge 
(or press the ® button to let go). 

You can enter some doors and gateways on the field, but not all. 
lf you approach a door, a subtitle appears showing your destination. 
Areas not yet visited will be displayed as "??1" to start, and then replaced 
by the destination after your first visit there. There are also places you 
can't enter initially, but will be able to access later in the game. 

Treasure Chests 
Treasure chests are scattered throughout the game. These can contain 
recovery items, synthesis items, and navigation maps. You can even open 
treasure chests in battle. 

Navigational Maps 
The navigational maps you obtain from events and 
treasure chests will be displayed in the upper right 
corner of the screen. Use these to check out the terrain, 
where the active character is headed, and how to move 
on to the next section of the map. 

SAVE POINTS 
Save points are scattered throughout the field. When you press 
the e button, not only can you save your game at save points, 
but you can also go to the World Map. Your HP and MP 
will also be restored. 

*There are two kinds of save points. Type A save points 
provide all the facilities mentioned above, but you will be 
unable to access the World Map from type B save points. 

Score ---------111 
Your Gummi Ship ____ _. ..... .._ 

HP Gauge 

HP orbs 

Enemy craft 

Medal orbs 

HP Gauge 

,.._ __ Lock-on Gummi 
charge gauge 

When this reaches zero, the Continue screen appears, displaying Continue, Return to Gummi menu, 
and Return to World Map selections. 

Lock-on Gummi charge gauge 
Hold down the 0 button to charge the yellow gauge, then release the button to fire a Lock-on Gum mi. 
The charged amount indicates the number of locked-on enemies. 

Gummi Ships and Teeny Ships 
As the game progresses, you will be able to add small ships (Teeny Ships) along each side of your 
Gummi Ship. These will both attack enemy craft and protect your Gummi Ship. 

SCORING 

The total score consists of the points earned by obtaining medal orbs and by defeating enemies. 
Medal points are earned by collecting medal orbs. After collecting a certain amount, your medal level will 
increase, and the icon and number will change. The number of points added to your score changes 
depending on your medal level. Taking enemy damage lowers your medal level, so be careful1 You can 
connect routes even without much of a score as long as you don't lose all of your HP. However, you'll need 
a high score if you're looking to clear a mission. 



GUMM! SHIP CONTROLS 
L2 button -----. 
L 1 button 

directional 
buttons 

left analog stick -----' 
(L3 button when pushed down) 

SELECT button -----~ 
ANALOG mode button ------' 
START button ________ _. 

right analog stick ----------' 
(R3 button when pushed down) 

.------ R2 button 
---- R1 button 

D,. button 

0 button 

X button 
'------ D button 

Ll/ R I buttons Rotate camera (executes a !Bo.degree rotation when pressed simultaneously). 
On! available in Mission Level 3. 

L2/ R2 buttons Change Teeny Ship formation. 
(Teeny Ships can be added to fly along both sides of your Gummi Ship.) Only available with Formation 
Chan e e ui d. 

START button Access the Pause menu (v\ew settin sand mission advice). 

left analo stick Steer the Gummi Shi . You can invert the u / down controls in the Pause menu. 

O button Shoot / Hold to lock on (with Lock-On Gummi installed), and release to fire a Lock-On Gummi 
(in Semi-Auto mode). 

• You can switch between Semi-Auto and Full Auto mode in the Pause menu. 
ln Full Auto, you'll continue to fire as long as the 0 button is held down, and will automatically 
lock on when the 0 button is released. Press the 0 button while locked on to fire a Lock-On Gummi. 

e button Slash with a Slash Gummi e ui ed . 

ii button Change Teeny Ship EX-Formation. 
On! available when Active Formation is e ui ed. This makes the Teen Shi s more a ressive. 

® button Roll (rotate the Gummi Ship). 
• Use in combination with the left analog stick to perform a high-speed rotation in any direction. 

The Gummi Ship moves forward automatically. It will even keep moving forward through and past enemies
there's no going back. 

Please note that the controls can vary by mission level or with the types of Gum mi blocks installed. See the 
in-game Gummi Battle Tips for more details. 

The battles in Kingdom Hearts !I take place on the Field Map. All battles are real-time; therefore, the party 
is susceptible to damage at all times, even while selecting items and spells. Commands glow yellow in battle . 
They glow red for certain bosses and other battles from which you can't escape. 

COMBOS 
With the Attack command selected, press the 0 button at the 
proper timing to link attacks together into Combos. You can 
generally link up to three attacks together-more may 
be available depending on the equipped abilities. 

EXPERIENCE POINTS AND ORBS 
Earn experience points by defeating enemies. After earning a certain number of experience points, you will 
gain a level. The number of points received appears above the enemy, and the number of points needed to 
reach the next level will be displayed at the top left of the screen. Winning certain battles can provide 
bonuses, which will increase characters' stats, or allow them to learn new abilities. The amount of munny 
you were able to collect is also displayed at the top left of the screen. 

Orbs 
Defeated enemies leave behind more than just experience points-orbs will also appear. There are 
some items you can only obtain this way. The size of the orb indicates how effective or valuable it is. 

Restores HP. 

Munny. (Your total munny 
reserves are displayed ar 

the bottom left of 
the main menu.) 

Restores MP. Restores the Drive Gauge. 

You never know what's 
inside! Comes in 
several varieties. 



DRIVES 
When the Drive Gauge reaches a certain level, the Drive command will 
become available. Execute a Drive and you can take on a form that not 
only looks different but also has different abilities. After transforming, 
the Form Gauge gradually begins to wind down. When it reaches zero, 
you'll revert to your standard form. Since Drives depend on your friends 
for extra power, one or both of your allies will disappear while in your 
enhanced Drive form. You can change into different forms depending 
on who is in your party, and certain commands become unusable 
depending on the form you take. 

Abilities that level up with your form level (Advancing Form Abilities) 
can be equipped even without changing form. Furthermore, while 
changed into a different form, a weapon equipped in your left hand 
(your sub-weapon) will become usable for twice the attack power 
and abilities. 

*Sub-weapon abilities are only available while changed into that form. 

MP CHARGE 
MP Charge will completely recover your spent MP. It can even be used 
when you don't have enough MP remaining to carry out an attack. 
The Drive Gauge also fills up faster when you've used all of your MP 
and the gauge is pink. Learn how to use this feature to your benefit! 
You can select MP-charging attacks in the Customize section of the 
main menu at any time. 

PARTY MEMBERS 
Fellow party members move and act automatically. You can use the 
Customize feature in the main menu to adjust their behavior. Use the 
Change command to swap out party members whenever there's another 
ally waiting in the wings. 

*You can also use the Party command in the main menu to 
swap party members. 

THE WORLD MAP 
This screen allows you to select your destination world. Move the 
Gummi Ship with the left analog stick and choose a world or Gum mi 
Route. You must follow a connecting Gummi Route on your first visit to 
a world. Clear Gummi Routes to create pathways from world to world. 
New worlds will be revealed as you progress through the game. 

START button Check Jiminy's Journal / Save the game. 

RI button Lock on. 

right analog stick Change locked-on target (within a certain radius). 

® button Speed boost / Warp to locked-on area. 

Gummi Routes 
Press the e button on a Gummi Route and select Proceed to access the Gummi menu. 

The World Menu 
Once you've visited a world, you can go there directly by pressing the e button. Press the e button 
while at a world and select Land to access the World menu. 

GUMMIMENU 

Prn,, the Rl and LI button~ 
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Press the e button on a Gummi Route to access the Gummi menu. 
Here you can start a Gummi Route or create a Gummi Ship. 

Start Choose your Gummi Ship and set out on a Gummi 
Route. (As the game progresses, you'll also be able to 
select various missions. See page 20 
for more information.) 

Gummi Editor Build and remodel Gummi Ships. See page 21 for 
more information. 

World Map Return to the World Map. 

Episode List 



OBTAINING ITEMS 
Both recovery items and synthesis items can be obtained from treasure 
chests or as orbs dropped by enemies. In battle, move your character 
near a dropped orb to pick it up. Many items can also be purchased 
in shops. 

EQUIPPING AND USING ITEMS 
Items can be used and equipped from the menu. You can use items even when you can't open the menu 
(such as during battle) if the character has that item equipped. (Other party members not tinder your control 
will use their equipped items automatically.) If you can't equip any more, items you obtain outside of battle 
will go into the Stock menu and will reload automatically. However, reloading is only done after a battle. 
Set up Auto-Reload under Customize or Items. Select the character you'd like to use Auto-Reload, then select 
the items to be automatically reloaded. You can also use the quick-set function by pressing the e button. 
You can assign items to shorccuts under Customize, too. 

Basic Items 

Potion Restores 40% of one person's HP. 

Hi-Potion Restores 60% of one person's HP. 

Ether 

Elixir 

SHOPS 

Restores one person's MP. 

Completely restores one person's HP and MP. 

A variety of shops can be found in certain worlds. Speak to a shopkeeper 
to buy and sell items and equipment. As the game progresses, new shops 
may open, and existing shops may expand their inventories. You can also 
buy from the moogles in each world. 

SYNTHESIS 
You can create unusual new items by synthesizing certain special items. 
Start the synthesis process by speaking to a moogle. Select Free 
Development to display a synthesis recipe. If you have all the necessary 
ingredients, you can synthesize the item shown. Once you've successfully 
synthesized a recipe, it will be added to your Item Synthesis list. As you 
gain experience points, the moogles' levels will increase, allowing you to 
synthesize new and improved items. You can also obtain new recipes over 
the course of the game. 

If Donald, Goofy, and the characters from each world that can join 
your party have enough MP, the Limit command will become available. 
(If you have the Auto Limit ability equipped, Limits will also be 
available as a Reaction Command.) The Limit will depend on the 
characters involved, but in most cases the Attack command will turn 
into the Limit command, a Reaction Command triggered by the 
e button will appear, and you can unleash the attack at will. With 
some Limits, you can fin ish off with a final blow by pressing the 
e button at the proper timing. The command on the very bottom 
may also change to an attack. 

IN-BATTLE REACTION COMMANDS 
Various Reaction Commands are available during battles. Some can be executed with a single press of the 
e button, while others (such as those available during boss battles) depend on additional button input to 
unleash an attack that, if successful, can deal out some major damage. 



MAGIC 
Learn magic spells through certain actions, such as clearing events. 
Your magic spells will automatically become selectable under the Magic 
command, and can also be assigned to a shorteut with the Ll button. 
Set up shortcuts under the Customize section of the main menu. 

Basic Magic 

Fire 

Blizzard 

Thunder 

Cure 

Shoots flames all around you. 

Shoots a wave of cold air in front of you. 

Lightning strikes within a set area. 

Restores your HP and that of nearby allies. 

Upgrading Spells 
Spells grow to more powerful ranks once you clear certain events and 
battles. Their MP cost remains the same, however. 

SUMMON MAGIC 
Learn summon spells through certain actions, such as clearing events. 
Summon magic allows you to call allies with mystical powers to come 
help you in battle. 

Using Summon Magic 
After obtaining a summon spell, the Summon command will become 
available when your Drive Gauge is at a sufficient level. Select the 
Summon command and the other members of your party will make way 
for a special character to come lend a hand. Each summon spell calls a 
different character. The available commands also vary according to the 
spell used. Give them a try1 

ABILITIES 
Abilities belong to each individual character. They are obtained from 
events or by leveling up. 

Equipping Abilities 
To use learned abilities, you must first equip them. Select which abilities 
to equip on each character under the Abilities section of the main menu. 
It's easy- just press the 0 button next to the abilities you'd like to equip. 
A character's maximum AP indicates how many abilities he or she can 
equip. Abilities require different amounts of AP. Leveling up your 
characters or equipping certain items raises maximum AP. 

Types of Abilities 
Some abilities work just by being equipped, while others require you to 
fulfill various requirements before they activate. Some are active only 
during battle, and others are always active. 

WEAPONS, ARMOR, AND ACCESSORIES 
Each character can equip and change his or her weapons, armor, and 
accessories under the Items section of the main menu. This equipment 
can be obtained through events, from treasure chests or at shops. 
Each piece of equipment has various effects: boosting your defense, 
raising your AP, and more. 
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